“...who would object to living
in the land of miracles ?!”
Magic furniture was designed just to
fulfil this wish.
Furniture creates pleasant and safe environment in which a child spent its free
time by developing his/her skills, knowledge, and fantasy.

Our Magic Furniture meets the needs of both children and adults:
- its coloured and playful design speaks for all children
- its endless flexibility and variability delights all adults
According to your wish it is possible to build variable cabinet sets thanks to manifold variants of pieces of furniture.
How to easily make your own fantasy furniture?
- choose the cabinet type from the offered assortment...
- then choose the cabinet doors - drawers - containers - shelves - benches
(belonging to the chosen cabinet type)...
- choose the colour of furniture pieces and groove motives that are
pleasing to your eyes.

In this way you will be able to design manifold gorgeous furniture sets
according to your wish and fantasy.
In our offer you will definitely find and choose what is necessary and pleasing to
your eyes and heart. By using a number of furniture pieces in six colours, take the opportunity to make your own coloured sets. If this is followed by selection from 50 different
groove motives, you will brighten every children’s space. Groove motives will add your
furniture a unique design with a 3D effect.
The furniture design allows its being widely used in preschool and school institutions and also provides children’s rooms with lovely furnishings full of fantasy.
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For a number of years the Company Nomiland distributes didactic tools, aids for arts,
sport, music, and furniture directly to kindergartens.
Following our experience, personal visits, and expert studies
we have found out that one of the most crucial factors contributing to the positive
development of a child is their local environment.
That’s why we designed Magic Furniture with groove motives which creates
3D effect. It brings peace, ensuring safety, and provides space for creative imagination
of a child.
Let’s create an environment together, in which our children will feel comfortable
and safe, accompanied by “Magic Furniture”.

...the furniture that will light up the eyes of children and adults !
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Magic Furniture
Furniture bodies are in maple shade

MAPLE

Blue

Vanilla

Green

Yellow

Orange

Red

Doors, drawers, containers and beds in six colours

Innovative milling solution, which creates
unique 3D groove motives
We offer a selection of 50 motives

We offer
a Selection
of 11 motives
of 4-block doors

Back side
construction
of cabinets

1 large drawer
= 2x small drawers

Durable drawers’ and
containers’ construction
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Doors and fronts of drawers,
containers and beds are made of MDF covered
with high quality abrasion-resistant foil,
which is washable

Wide range
of cabinets

Endless options of combining
the cabinets by using different doors,
drawers and containers

Wide range of shelf cabinets
and wardrobes

Possibility
to choose colours
and groove motives
at doors according
to your
imagination

Universal cabinets
on wheels

Colourful desks

Two
desk types
One can use them
for all kinds of tools
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The inner groove gives
the decoration itself
3D effect.

wall decorations

Each decoration
in 6 colours !

effect

The individual wall decorations
colourfully enrich and brighten
up empty space above the cabinets.

plastic tables
Tables and chairs
are offered
in four
colours.

plastic chairs

Wooden tables with
adjustable Height
shade

MAPLE

Wooden chairs

Wide range of tables in
different shapes

The chair construction
is made of solid wood.
Seats and seatbacks are
ergonomically shaped, which
contributes to healthy
growth during sitting.

Tables and chairs are offered
in five colours,
which enables their perfect
mutual matching
inside the room.
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Luxurious sofas
- “SMILE”
We offer you 4 types of sofas:
single, double, triple and tabouret

Luxurious SMILE sofas
in 6 colours

Quality
stitching

We offer you 5 types of sofas:
single, double, triple,
tabouret and a corner sofa

Quality
ECO leather

Sofas
„EXCLUSIVE“
Maple bed

Colourful bed
Selection of 6 colours
and 50 groove motives

Elevated fronts
prevent
falling
of pillows

shade

MAPLE

Waterproof mattresses
shade

MAPLE

Stackable with
Duvet and
pillow on it

Duvet and pillow,
Bed sheet

waterproof
rubber-covered
diffused sheet
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How to easily make your own
fantasy furniture?
choose the cabinet type from the offered assortment.
then choose the cabinet doors - drawers - containers - shelves - benches
(belonging to the chosen cabinet type).
according your wish choose the colour and groove motives that are pleasing to your eyes.
In doing so your ideas will take a real shape
and the cabinet you have designed is already built.

Door with an opening
DL1, DP1
1-block door
DL2, DP2
2-block door
DL3, DP3

Door DS4

4-block doors

Small drawer Z1

Dividing shelf PO1

Large drawer Z2
Container KO
Benches
Cabinet container KO11

How your cabinets will look like depends only on you...
Follow your imagination and just choose the furniture pieces!
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By arranging the selected cabinets,
you will get a gorgeous furniture set
designed by yourselves.

Cabinet
K22 - 2 pcs

Cabinet
K23 - 2 pcs

Cabinet
K24 - 1 pc

1-block door,

1-block door,

2-block door,

left
DL2 - 2 pcs

right
DP2 - 2 pcs

left
DL3 - 1 pc

Door with an
opening, left

DL1 - 2 pcs

Length of the set:

3,90 m

Í

Í

Door with
an opening, right

DP1 - 2 pcs

Dividing
shelf
PO1 - 4 pcs

2-block door,

right
DP3 - 1 pc

Small drawer

Z1 - 8 pcs

Large drawer

Z2 - 2 pcs
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Unique groove motives
Innovative milling solution,
which creates unique 3D groove motives

50
3D motives

Each groove motive
in 6 colours !

s

groove motive

100

101

102

103

104

200

201

202

203

204

205

206

207

208

209

210

211

212

213

214

300

301

302

303

304

305

306

Wide range
of groove
motives!
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Groove motives
Code

Motive

Code

Motive

Code

Motive

Code

Motive

Code

Motive

100

sun

205

butterfly

300

cow

403

rhino

504

helicopter

101

moon

206

ladybird

301

goat

404

monkey

505

rocket

102

broadleaved tree

207

bee

302

sheep

405

palm tree

600

girl

103

coniferous tree

208

birdie

303

horse

406

elephant 1

601

kite

104

flower

209

swan

304

cock

407

turtle

602

harlequin

200

kitten

210

hedgehog

305

chick

408

dolphin

603

mushroom

201

doggy

211

snail

306

hen

500

boat

604

cherries

202

teddy

212

mole

400

elephant 2

501

car

605

plums

203

bunny

213

mouse

401

hippo

502

plane

606

apple

204

duckling

214

fish

402

lion

503

train

607

pear

00

without a groove

High variability due to the possibility of choosing
from 50 groove motives in 6 colours

Order code:
product type / colour code / motive code

400

401

402

403

404

405

406

407

408

500

501

502

503

504

505

High
quality
foil applied
600

601

602

603

604

605

606

607

00

1
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Unique groove motives
for 4-block Doors

groove motiv

es

11

3D motives
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Code

Motive

M10

Flower - cat

M11

Tree - teddy bear

M20

Clown - kite

M30

Palm tree - lion

M31

Palm tree - monkey

M40

Cow - goat

M41

Rooster - hen

M42

House - bird

M50

Rocket - moon

M51

Car - helicopter

M60

Dolphin – boat

Code

It is used high quality,
abrasion resistant,
washable foil
DKT/colour code /motive code
4-block Doors DKT
4 blocks = 1 door 4-block
Each groove motive can be ordered in 6 colours.
These doors are suitable for cabinets K22, K23
and K24 on page 16 and for cabinet KK105 on page 18.
Whole dimensions of the door set: 76 x 77 cm.

Colour

M

blue

V

vanilla

Z

green

L

yellow

O

orange

C

red

Each groove motive
in 6 colours !

M10

M11

M20

M30

M31

M40

M41

M42

M50

M51

M60

SET
ZT100

Length of the set:

3,54 m

Í

Í

SET
ZT101

Length of the set:

3,54 m

Í

Í

SET
ZT102

Length of the set:

Í

Length of the set:

3,54 m

Í

SET
ZT103

3,14 m

Í

SET
ZT104

Í

Length of the set:

3,14 m

Í

Take our offer of already
designed
cabinets with 4-block
doors on pages
50 - 51

Í
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block

Cabinets K”

block

2

86 cm

165 cm

block

Cabinet K12

2

Illustrative photo

block

3

K12
block

4
126 cm

The block number refers
to a furniture piece
suitable for the given
cabinet block.

block

Illustrative photo

3

For particular cabinet blocks
it is possible to order doors, drawers, or dividing shelves from the
following page.
Dimension: 40 x 40 x 86 cm.

2

K13

block

Cabinet K13

block

1

For particular cabinet blocks
it is possible to order doors, drawers, or dividing shelves from the
following page.
Dimension: 40 x 40 x 126 cm.

Illustrative photo

1

block

1

K14
Cabinet K14
For particular cabinet blocks
it is possible to order doors, drawers, or dividing shelves from the
following page.
Dimension: 40 x 40 x 165 cm.

Take our offer of already designed
cabinets on pages 38 - 45
All cabinets have a cutout
for skirting.

Illustrative photo

Illustrative photo

K21
Cabinet K21

47 cm

A dividing shelf PO1,
separating the cabinet block into two
identical spaces, can be placed in the middle
of each cabinet block
of K12, K13, K14, K21.
You can order it from the following page.

block

block

1

1a

For particular cabinet blocks
it is possible to order doors
(installation only against each
other), drawers, or dividing
shelves from the following page.
Dimension: 78 x 40 x 47 cm.

Furniture pieces for cabinets are ordered separately, which from the viewpoint of functionality,
colouring, and groove motives, allows a high variability of cabinet forming.
You can order them from the following page.

Possible applications of furniture pieces.
The number next to cabinet doors, drawers, and a dividing
shelf determines to which cabinet block these can be applied.
1-block door
1 block = 1 door

2-block door
2 blocks = 1 door

Door with an opening
1 block = 1 door

4

4

3

3

2

1a

4
1a

2

1

For the cabinets K12, K13, and K14
it is possible to install all doors

1

with the left or right hinges.

1a

3
2
1

Large drawer
1 block = 1 large drawer

1a
2
1

Small drawer
1 block = 2 small drawers

2
1

1a
1

Dividing shelf
1 block = 1 shelf

For the cabinet K21
it is possible to install all doors

only against each other.
2 x small drawers = 1 large drawer

4
3
1a

2
From the safety point of view
it is possible to use drawers
only for the bottom
2 blocks (1,1a,2).
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1

Furniture pieces for cabinets K12, K13, K14, and K21
Foil MDF doors and drawers with 3D groove motives.
The foils applied to all doors and drawers are of high quality, abrasion resistant and washable.
All cabinet doors from the Magic furniture are equipped

with a noiseless closing mechanism.
This enables the furniture to fulfil an important safety function
when being handled by small children and prevents
the furniture from being damaged by harsh treatment.

Silent
and Safe

Order code:
door type / colour code / motive code
drawer type / colour code / motive code

Code

groove motiv

es
Doors can be ordered
with either the right or left hinges.

DP1/colour code

DL1/colour code

Door with an opening, right DP1

Door with an opening, left DL1

1 block = 1 door
The price stands for 1 pc.
Dimension: 38 x 38 cm.

Colour

M

blue

V

vanilla

Z

green

L

yellow

O

orange

C

red

A wide range of groove motives
is available on pages 10 - 11.

1 block = 1 door
The price stands for 1 pc.
Dimension: 38 x 38 cm.

Doors can be ordered
with either the right or left hinges.

For the cabinet K21
it is possible to install all doors
only against each other.

DP2/colour code/motive code

DL2/colour code/motive code

1-block door, right DP2

1-block door, left DL2

1 block = 1 door
The price stands for 1 pc.
Dimension: 38 x 38 cm.

1 block = 1 door
The price stands for 1 pc.
Dimension: 38 x 38 cm.

Placement example of
a groove motive on the
door DL2

2-block door = 2 x 1-block door

DP3/colour code/motive code
2-block door, right DP3
2 blocks = 1 door
The price stands for 1 pc.
Dimension: 38 x 77 cm.

DL3/colour code/motive code

Doors can be ordered
with either the right or left hinges.

2-block door, left DL3
2 blocks = 1 door
The price stands for 1 pc.
Dimension: 38 x 77 cm.

Placement example of
a groove motive on the door DL3

Z1/colour code/motive code

Placement example of a groove
motive on the large drawer Z2

A wide range of groove motives
is available on pages 10 - 11.

Small drawer Z1
The drawers are equipped with
a locking drawer slide, which
increases their safe use. The
drawers can only be applied
to two bottom blocks (1,1a,2).
1 block = 2 small drawers
Dimension: 38 x 35 x 19 cm.

Placement example of a groove
motive on the small drawer Z1

Durable construction of
drawers, drawer front
made of MDF 18 mm.
Drawers are
equipped with
a locking
drawer slide

In case you would like to design a cabinet
according to your wish, we offer you an example
of how to order the cabinet
(as an example we used the cabinet displayed on the left,
which comprises 1 cabinet, 4 small and 2 large drawers)
K22 ................................................ 1 pc
Z1/L/00 ...................................... 2 pcs
Z1/Z/00 ........................................ 1 pc
Z1/Z/100 ..................................... 1 pc
Z2/L/209 ...................................... 1 pc
Z2/Z/205 ..................................... 1 pc

Z2/colour code/motive code
Large drawer Z2
The drawers are equipped with
a locking drawer slide, which
increases their safe use. The
drawers can only be applied
to two bottom blocks (1,1a,2).
1 block = 1 large drawer
Dimension: 38 x 35 x 38 cm.

PO1

Examples of
application of
dividing shelves

Dividing shelf PO1
The shelf can be placed in the middle of any
block of cabinets K12, K13, K14, K21. The
shelf divides the block of the cabinet into two
identical spaces. It is made of
fibreboard, maple shade.
The price stands for 1 pc.
Dimension: 38 x 36 x 2 cm.
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Cabinets “K”

The cabinets K22, K23, and K24
have a cutout for skirting.

block

Illustrative photo

block

3

3a

block

block

block

block

4

4a

block

block

3

3a

block

block

2

2a

Illustrative photo

165 cm

The block number refers to a furniture piece
suitable for the given cabinet block.

block

2

2a

block

block

1

1a

86 cm

block

126 cm

Illustrative photo

2

2a

block

block

block

block

1

1a

1

1a

K22

K23

K24

Cabinet K22

Cabinet K23

Cabinet K24

For particular cabinet blocks it is possible
to order doors (installation only against
each other), drawers, or dividing shelves
from the following page. For the cabinet
we offer you the possibility to order
4-block doors (the selection from 11
groove motives) from page 12.
Dimension: 78 x 40 x 86 cm.

For particular cabinet blocks it is possible
to order doors (installation only against
each other), drawers, or dividing shelves
from the following page. For the cabinet
we offer you the possibility to order
4-block doors (the selection from 11
groove motives) from page 12.
Dimension: 78 x 40 x 126 cm.

For particular cabinet blocks it is possible
to order doors (installation only against
each other), drawers, or dividing shelves
from the following page. For the cabinet
we offer you the possibility to order
4-block doors (the selection from 11
groove motives) from page 12.
Dimension: 78 x 40 x 165 cm.

Take our offer of already designed
cabinets on pages 38 - 45

block

block

5

5a

Illustrative photo

A dividing shelf PO1,
separating the cabinet block into two
identical spaces, can be placed in the middle
of each cabinet block of K22, K23 and K24.
You can order it from the following page.
(It is not possible to place a dividing shelf
PO1 into the suspension cabinet KZ2.)

41 cm

Illustrative photo

KZ2
Suspension cabinet KZ2
The suspension cabinet is designed for installation on a
wall. For particular cabinet blocks it is possible to order
doors (installation only against each other) from the
following page. It is not possible to place dividing shelves
into this cabinet. Dimension: 78 x 30 x 41 cm.

Furniture pieces for cabinets are ordered separately, which from the viewpoint of functionality,
colouring, and groove motives, allows a high variability of cabinet forming.
You can order them from the following page, the 4-block door from page 12.

Possible applications of furniture pieces.
The number next to cabinet doors, drawers, and a dividing
shelf determines to which cabinet block these can be applied.

1-block door
1 block = 1 door

5a

5

4a

4
3

Door with an opening
1 block = 1 door

3a

2

2a
1

1a

5a

5

4a
4a

4

For the cabinets K22, K23, K24, and KZ2
it is possible to install all doors only

2a

against each other.

1a

1

2a

1

1a

2-block door
2 blocks = 1 door

4a

2a
1

2a
2
2
1

1a
1

3a

3
2
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2a

2

4a

4

Small drawer
1 block = 2 small drawers

3a

3

2 x small drawers = 1 large drawer

Dividing shelf
1 block = 1 shelf

2

4

3a

3
2

Large drawer
1 block = 1 large drawer

4-block doors
4 blocks = 1 x 4-block doors

1a
1

4

1a
From the safety point of view
it is possible to use drawers
only for the bottom
2 blocks (1,1a,2, 2a).

3a

3

2a

2

1a
1

Furniture pieces for cabinets K22, K23, K24 and KZ2
Foil MDF doors and drawers with 3D groove motives.
The foils applied to all doors and drawers are of high quality, abrasion resistant and washable.
All cabinet doors from the Magic furniture are equipped with a

noiseless closing mechanism.
This enables the furniture to fulfil an important safety function
when being handled by small children and prevents
the furniture from being damaged by harsh treatment.

Silent
and Safe

Order code:
door type / colour code / motive code
drawer type / colour code / motive code

groove motiv

es
Doors can be ordered
with either the right or left hinges.

DP1/colour code

DL1/colour code

Door with an opening, right DP1

Door with an opening, left DL1

1 block = 1 door
The price stands for 1 pc.
Dimension: 38 x 38 cm.

1 block = 1 door
The price stands for 1 pc.
Dimension: 38 x 38 cm.

Code

Colour

M

blue

V

vanilla

Z

green

L

yellow

O

orange

C

red

A wide range of groove motives
is available on pages 10 - 11.

Doors can be ordered
with either the right or left hinges.

DP2/colour code/motive code

DL2/colour code/motive code

1-block door, right DP2

For the cabinets K22, K23,
K24, and KZ2
it is possible to install all doors
only against each other.

1-block door, left DL2

1 block = 1 door
The price stands for 1 pc.
Dimension: 38 x 38 cm.

Placement example of
a groove motive on the
door DL2

1 block = 1 door
The price stands for 1 pc.
Dimension: 38 x 38 cm.

2-block door = 2 x 1-block door

DP3/colour code/motive code
2-block door, right DP3
2 blocks = 1 door
The price stands for 1 pc.
Dimension: 38 x 77 cm.

DL3/colour code/motive code
2-block door, left DL3
2 blocks = 1 door
The price stands for 1 pc.
Dimension: 38 x 77 cm.

Doors can be ordered
with either the right or left hinges.

For the cabinets
K22, K23,
and K24 we offer
you the possibility
to order 4-block
doors
(the selection
from 11
groove motives)
from page 12.

Placement example of
a groove motive on the door DL3

Z1/colour code/motive code

Placement example of a groove
motive on the large drawer Z2

A wide range of groove motives
is available on pages 10 - 11.

Small drawer Z1
The drawers are equipped with
a locking drawer slide, which
increases their safe use. The
drawers can only be applied
to two bottom blocks (1,1a,2,2a).
1 block = 2 small drawers
Dimension: 38 x 35 x 19 cm.

Durable construction of
drawers, drawer front
made of MDF 18 mm.
Drawers are
equipped with
a locking
drawer slide

Placement example of a groove
motive on the small drawer Z1

In case you would like to design a cabinet
according to your wish, we offer you an example
of how to order the cabinet
(as an example we used the cabinet displayed on the left,
which comprises 1 cabinet, 1 door DP2, 1 door DL2,
1 door DP3, and 1 door DL3)
K23 ................................................ 1 pc
DP2/Z/205 .................................. 1 pc
DL2/Z/ 209 .................................. 1 pc

DP3/V/402 .............................. 1 pc
DL3/V/406 ................................... 1 pc

Z2/colour code/motive code
Large drawer Z2
The drawers are equipped with
a locking drawer slide, which
increases their safe use. The
drawers can only be applied
to two bottom blocks (1,1a,2,2a).
1 block = 1 large drawer
Dimension: 38 x 35 x 38 cm.
Examples of
application of
dividing shelves

PO1
Dividing shelf PO1
The shelf can be placed in the middle of
any block of the cabinets K22, K23 and
K24. (It is not possible to place the dividing
shelf into the suspension cabinet KZ2).
The shelf divides the block of the cabinet
into two identical spaces. It is made of fibreboard, maple shade. The price stands for
1 pc. Dimension: 38 x 36 x 2 cm.
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block

Cabinets “k for containers”

3

Illustrative photo

Illustrative photo

All cabinets have
a cutout
for skirting.

Illustrative photo

block

block

2

2

Illustrative photo

block

block

2

2a

KK101

KK104

Cabinet for the
container KK101

Cabinet for the container
KK104

2 x containers KO11 can be
put into the cabinet.
Dimension: 78 x 40 x 47 cm.

For particular cabinet blocks it is possible to order doors (installation only
against each other), drawers, or
dividing shelves from the following
page. 2 x containers KO11 can be put
into the cabinet. Dim.: 78 x 40 x 86 cm.

KK102

KK103

Cabinet for the container
KK102

Cabinet for the container
KK103

For the cabinet block it is possible
to order a door, drawers, or
dividing shelves from the following
page. The container KO11 can be
put into the cabinet.
Dimension: 40 x 40 x 86 cm.

For the cabinet block it is possible
to order a door, drawers, or
dividing shelves from the following
page. The container KO11
can be put into the cabinet.
Dimension: 40 x 40 x 126 cm.

block

block

3

3a

block

block

2

2a

Illustrative photo

Illustrative photo

Take our offer of already designed
cabinets on pages 46 - 49
Illustrative photo

KK105
Cabinet for the container KK105

A dividing shelf PO1,
separating the cabinet block into two
identical spaces, can be placed in the middle
of each cabinet block of KK102, KK103
and KK105.
You can order it from the following page.

For particular cabinet blocks it is possible to order doors (installation only against
each other), drawers, or dividing shelves from the following page. For the cabinet we
offer you the possibility to order 4-block doors (the selection from 11
groove motives) from page 12. The container KO11 can be put into the cabinet.
Dimension: 78 x 40 x 126 cm.

Furniture pieces for cabinets are ordered separately, which from the viewpoint of functionality,
colouring, and groove motives, allows a high variability of cabinet forming.
You can order them from the following page.

Possible applications of furniture pieces.
The number next to cabinet doors, drawers, and a dividing
shelf determines to which cabinet block these can be applied.

2-block door
2 blocks = 1 door

Door with an opening
1 block = 1 door

1-block door
1 block = 1 door

3

3a

2

2a

3a

3
2

3a

2a

3
For the cabinets KK102 and KK103
it is possible to install all doors

Large drawer
1 block = 1 large drawer

Small drawer
1 block = 2 small drawers

2a

2

with either the left or right hinges.

Dividing shelf
1 block = 1 shelf

2a
2
2

2a

For the cabinets KK104 and KK105
it is possible to install all doors
2 x small drawers = 1 large drawer

From the safety point of view
it is possible to use drawers only
for the bottom blocks (2, 2a).
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only against each other.

Cabinet
container

3
2

3a
2a

Furniture pieces for cabinets “k for containers”
Foil MDF doors, drawers and containers with 3D groove motives.
The foils applied to all cabinet doors, drawers, and containers are of high-quality, abrasion resistant and washable.

All cabinet doors from the Magic furniture are equipped

with a noiseless closing mechanism.
This enables the furniture to fulfil an important safety function
when being handled by small children and prevents
the furniture from being damaged by harsh treatment.

Silent
and Safe

Order code:
door type / colour code / motive code
drawer type / colour code / motive code
KO11 / colour code / motive code

Doors can be ordered
with either the right or left hinges.

groove motiv

es
DP1/colour code

DL1/colour code

Door with an opening, right DP1

Door with an opening, left DL1

1 block = 1 door
The price stands for 1 pc.
Dimension: 38 x 38 cm.

1 block = 1 door
The price stands for 1 pc.
Dimension: 38 x 38 cm.

Code

Colour

M

blue

V

vanilla

Z

green

L

yellow

O

orange

C

red

A wide range of groove motives
is available on pages 10 - 11.

Doors can be ordered
with either the right or left hinges.

For the cabinets KK104
and KK105
it is possible to install all doors
only against each other.

DP2/colour code/motive code

DL2/colour code/motive code

1-block door, right DP2

1-block door, left DL2

1 block = 1 door
The price stands for 1 pc.
Dimension: 38 x 38 cm.

1 block = 1 door
The price stands for 1 pc.
Dimension: 38 x 38 cm.

Placement example of
a groove motive on the
door DL2

2-block door = 2 x 1-block door

DP3/colour code/motive code
2-block door, right DP3
2 blocks = 1 door
The price stands for 1 pc.
Dimension: 38 x 77 cm.

Durable construction
of containers

DL3/colour code/motive code

KO11

2-block door, left DL3

Cabinet container - KO11

2 blocks = 1 door
The price stands for 1 pc.
Dimension: 38 x 77 cm.

Doors can be ordered
with either the right or left hinges.

Placement example of
a groove motive on the door DL3

Z1/colour code/motive code

It can be easily replaced by means of 4 wheels.
This container can be put into all cabinets
“K for containers” from the previous page.
Dimension: 38 x 46 x 40 cm.
Placement example of a groove
motive on the large drawer Z2

A wide range of groove motives
is available on pages 10 - 11.

Small drawer Z1
The drawers are equipped with
a locking drawer slide, which
increases their safe use.
The drawers can only be
applied to bottom blocks (2,2a).
1 block = 2 small drawers
Dimension: 38 x 35 x 19 cm.

Placement example of a groove
motive on the small drawer Z1

Durable construction of
drawers, drawer front
made of MDF 18 mm.
Drawers are
equipped with
a locking
drawer slide

In case you would like to design a cabinet
according to your wish, we offer you an example
of how to order the cabinet (as an example we used
the cabinet displayed on the left, which comprises 1
cabinet, 4 small drawers and 2 cabinet containers)
KK104 ........................................... 1 pc
Z1/O/401 ..................................... 1 pc
Z1/O/00 ....................................... 1 pc
Z1/Z/403 ..................................... 1 pc
Z1/Z/00 ........................................ 1 pc
KO11/O/402 ............................... 1 pc
KO11/Z/406 ................................ 1 pc

Z2/colour code/motive code
Large drawer Z2
The drawers are equipped with
a locking drawer slide, which
increases their safe use. The
drawers can only be applied
to bottom blocks (2,2a).
1 block = 1 large drawer
Dimension: 38 x 35 x 38 cm.

PO1

Examples of
application of
dividing shelves

Dividing shelf PO1
The shelf can be placed in the middle
of any block of the cabinets KK102,
KK103, KK104 and KK105. The shelf
divides the block of the cabinet into
two identical spaces. It is made of
fibreboard, maple shade. The price
stands for 1 pc.
Dimension: 38 x 36 x 2 cm.
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Shelf cabinets for versatile usage
Illustrative photo
Illustrative photo

Silent and
safe closing
of the doors

162 cm

162 cm

(more information
on pg. 72)

All cabinets
have a cutout
for skirting.

KD8

KD4

Illustrative photo

Illustrative photo

Cabinet KD8

Cabinet KD4

Doors DS4 from this page suit to
this cabinet.
Dimension: 130 x 40 x 162 cm.

Doors DS4 from this page suit to
this cabinet.
Dimension: 66 x 40 x 162 cm.

Illustrative photo

Illustrative photo

85 cm

85 cm

114 cm

114 cm
m

Take our offer
of already
designed
cabinets on
pages 52 - 53

KL4

KL2

Cabinet KL4

KD2N

KD4N

Cabinet KD2N

Cabinet KD4N

Doors DS4 from this page suit to
this cabinet.
Dimension: 66 x 40 x 85 cm.

Doors DS4 from this page suit to
this cabinet.
Dimension: 130 x 40 x 85 cm.

Doors DS4 suit to this cabinet.
2 x containers KO can be put into the cabinet. The cabinet can also be combined with
the benches from the following page
(2 x the bench L2, or 1 x the bench L4).
Dimension: 130 x 40 x 114 cm.

Cabinet KL2
Doors DS4 suit to this cabinet.
1 x container KO can be put into the
cabinet. The cabinet can also be
combined with the benches from the
following page (1 x the bench L2).
Dimension: 66 x 40 x 114 cm.

Furniture pieces for cabinets are ordered separately, which from the viewpoint of functionality, colouring, and groove motives, allows a high variability of cabinet forming.
You can order them from this double-page.

The door DS4 is only available
with the right hinge, i.e. right-handed.

Code

Colour

M

blue

DS4/colour code/motive code

V

vanilla

Door DS4

Z

green

L

yellow

O

orange

C

red

The door is only available
with the right hinge.
It suits to all cabinets and wardrobes
from this double-page.
Dimension: 32 x 75 cm.
The price stands for 1 pc.

Placement example of
a groove motive on the door DS4
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Order code:
DS4 / colour code / motive code
KO / colour code / motive code

KO/colour code/motive code
Container KO
It can be easily replaced by means of 4
wheels. This container can be pot into
cabinets KL4 and KL2 from this page or into
wardrobes on the next page.
Dimension: 60 x 30 x 30 cm.

A wide range of groove motives
is available on pages 10 - 11.

Placement example of
a groove motive on the container

Durable construction
of containers

Cabinet wardrobes
Illustrative photo

SD8
Wardrobe SD8
Doors DS4 from the previous page
suit to this cabinet.
Dimension: 130 x 40 x 162 cm.

85 cm

85 cm

162 cm

162 cm

Illustrative photo

SD4

SD4N

SD2N

Wardrobe SD4

Wardrobe SD4N

Wardrobe SD2N

Doors DS4 from the previous
page suit to this cabinet.
Dimension: 66 x 40 x 162 cm.

Doors DS4 from the previous
page suit to this cabinet.
Dimension: 130 x 40 x 85 cm.

Doors DS4 from the
previous page suit to this
cabinet.
Dimension: 66 x 40 x 85 cm.

Bench wardrobes
Illustrative photo

SL4

114 cm

114 cm

114 cm

Illustrative photo

SL1

SL2

Wardrobe SL4
Doors DS4 suit to this wardrobe. It is
possible to put 2 x bench L22 or 1 x
bench L24, or 2 x container KO into it.
Containers, benches, and doors are
sold separately from
this double-page.
Dimension: 130 x 40 x 114 cm.

Wardrobe SL2

Each wardrobe has 2 pieces
of double hooks placed
against each other.

Take our offer of already designed
wardrobes on pages 54 - 55

Doors DS4 suit to this wardrobe.
It is possible to put 1 x bench L22 or 1 x
container KO into it. Containers, benches,
and doors are sold separately from
this double-page.
Dimension: 66 x 40 x 114 cm.

Wardrobe SL1
The door DS4 suits to this wardrobe.
The bench L21 can be put into the
wardrobe. The benches and doors
are sold separately from this doublepage.
Dimension: 34 x 40 x 114 cm.

Furniture pieces for cabinets are ordered separately, which from the viewpoint
of functionality, colouring, and groove motives, allows a high variability of cabinet forming.
You can order them from this double-page.

BENCHES
The bench construction is made of chipboard in the MAPLE shade. All benches are ended with footings that prevent floor damaging.
The bench sideboards can be ordered in 6 colours.
123,5 cm

33 c

m

Each bench size can be ordered in two versions:
30 cm

- A - with compartments
- B - without compartments

Code

Colour

M

blue

V

vanilla

Z

green

L

yellow

O

orange

C

red

Bench L22
The bench can be put into the
wardrobes SL2, SL4 or into the
cabinet KL2 from the previous
page.
Dimension: 59,5 x 33 x 30 cm.

L22A / colour code
L22B / colour code

Bench L21

Bench L24

The bench can be put into
the wardrobe SL1.
Dimension: 27,5 x 33 x 30 cm.

The bench can be put into the
wardrobe SL4, or into the cabinet
KL4 from the previous page.
Dimension: 123,5 x 33 x 30 cm.

L21A / colour code
L21B / colour code

L24A / colour code
L24B / colour code
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KN1

86 cm

39 cm

39 cm

Additional cabinets

KN2

Cabinet - extension KN1
Enlarging the storage capacity, the
cabinet is used as an extension for the
cabinets, the width of which is 40 cm
(K12, K13, K14 from pg. 14 and KK102,
KK103 from pg. 18).
Dimension: 40 x 40 x 39 cm.

Cabinet - extension KN2
Enlarging the storage capacity, the
cabinet is used as an extension for
the cabinets, the width of which is
78 cm (K21 from pg. 14 and K22,
K23, K24 from pg. 16).
Dimension: 78 x 40 x 39 cm.

68 cm

KP3
Shelf cabinet KP3
Dimension: 78 x 40 x 86 cm.

68 cm
m

m

86 cm

126 cm

86 cm

126 cm

40 c

RVO3

RVO2

RVN3

RVN2

Cabinet RVO3

Cabinet RVO2

Cabinet RVN3

Cabinet RVN2

Dimension: 40 x 40 x 126 cm.

Dimension: 40 x 40 x 86 cm.

Dimension: 40 x 40 x 126 cm.

Dimension: 40 x 40 x 86 cm.
Illustrative photo

Illustrative photo
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Illustrative photo
Illustrative photo

Multifunctional cabinet
Multifunctional cabinet – double usage.
As a wardrobe cabinet or as a shelf cabinet.
Doors are sold separately, which enables to make your cabinet according
to your colourful wish.
The cabinet door DL4 and DP4 suits to this cabinet and it is only possible
to install them against each other.
The packing contains both shelves and hanger components.

165 cm

Illustrative photo

165 cm

Double usage

SM
Multifunctional cabinet
The cabinet door DL4 and DP4
from this page suits to this cabinet. The packing contains both
shelves and hanger components.
The price does not include doors.
Dimension: 78 x 40 x 165 cm.

Illustrative photo

The multifunctional
cabinet has a cutout
for skirting.

Illustrative photo

Illustrative photo

The door DL4 a DP4 for the multifunctional cabinet are ordered separately, which from the viewpoint of functionality, colouring, and groove motives, allows a high variability of cabinet forming.
You can order them from this page.

All cabinet doors from the Magic furniture are equipped

Cabinet doors for the multifunctional
cabinet can

with a noiseless closing mechanism.

only be installed against each other.

This enables the furniture to fulfil an important safety function
when being handled by small children and prevents
the furniture from being damaged by harsh treatment.

Silent
and Safe

Order code:
door type / colour code / motive code

Code

Colour

M

blue

V

vanilla

Z

green

L

yellow

O

orange

C

red

A wide range of groove motives
is available on pages 10 - 11.

DL4/colour code/motive code
Cabinet door, left DL4
This cabinet door is intended for the
multifunctional cabinet only.
The price stands for 1pc.
Dimension: 38 x 157 cm.

DP4/colour code/motive code
Placement example of
a groove motives on the doors
DL4 and DP4

Cabinet door, right DP4
This cabinet door is intended for the
multifunctional cabinet only.
The price stands for 1pc.
Dimension: 38 x 157 cm.
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Universal cabinets on wheels
The cabinet construction is made of wood in the Maple shade.
The side boards are made from high quality MDF boards coated with abrasion resistant foil,
which is washable. According to your wishes, you can choose from six basic colours
and as many as 50 groove motives shown on pg. 10 - 11.
Thanks to the wheels, it is possible to move the cabinets very easily. One can use them for
all kinds of tools, however, they are designed for books and art tools.

S02/colour code/ motive code

Illustrative photo

Cabinet
- for art tools

groove motiv

es

The cabinet contains a fixed grid on the cabinet top for easy transport of e.g. vessels
with water.
Dimension: 78 x 40 x 73,5 cm.

73,5 cm

Order code:
SO1 / colour code / motive code
SO2 / colour code / motive code

Code

Colour

M

blue

V

vanilla

Z

green

L

yellow

shade

O

orange

MAPLE

C

red

A wide range of groove motives
is available on pages 10 - 11.

Illustrative photo

S01/colour code/ motive code
Cabinet
- book case
Dimension: 78 x 40 x 73,5 cm.

shade

MAPLE

Illustrative photo
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Colourful desks
65 cm

130 cm

Order code:
SPO1 / colour code / motive code
SPO2 / colour code / motive code
SKO2 / colour code / motive code

31 cm

74 cm

Code

Colour

M

blue

V

vanilla

Z

green

SP01/colour code/ motive code

L

yellow

Desk SPO1

O

orange

C

red

Made of quality chipboard
in Maple shade. The desk side
boards are from MDF,
coated with abrasion resistant,
washable foil. This desk cannot be
used with the container on wheels.
Dimension: 130 x 65 x 74 cm.

A wide range of groove motives
is available on pages 10 - 11.

Children’s
conference
table

shade

MAPLE

48 cm

More info on page 35.

SKO2
Container on wheels SKO2

SP02/colour code/ motive code

It is suitable for Desk SPO2. Thanks to variability it is possible to order it with:
a) 3 x small drawers (Z1)
b) 1 x small drawer (Z1) + 1-block Door
(right DP2 or left DL2).
Dimension: 40 x 42,5 x 67 cm.

Desk SPO2
Made of quality chipboard in Maple shade.
The desk side boards are from MDF,
coated with abrasion resistant,
washable foil. You can also order
a container on wheels SKO2 for this desk.
Dimension: 130 x 65 x 74 cm.

Possibilities of usage of the container SKO2 with the desk SPO2:

Furniture elements for Container SKO2
Z1/colour code/ motive code
Small drawer Z1

Doors can be ordered
with either the right or left hinges.

The drawers are equipped with
a locking drawer slide, which
increases their safe use.
Dimension: 38 x 35 x 19 cm.

DP2/colour code/motive code

DL2/colour code/motive code

1-block door, right DP2

1-block door, left DL2

The price stands for 1 pc.
Dimension: 38 x 38 cm.

The price stands for 1 pc.
Dimension: 38 x 38 cm.

Placement example of a groove
motive on the small drawer Z1

PO1
Dividing shelf PO1
In case you choose Container with 1 small drawer and door (DP2 or
DL2), we offer you the possibility to order the dividing shelf PO1, as well.
It divides the door space into two identical parts. It is made of fibreboard,
maple shade. The price stands for 1 pc.
Dimension: 38 x 36 x 2 cm.

Placement example
of a groove motive
on the door DL2

A wide range of groove motives
is available on pages 10 - 11.
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Wall decorations

effect

They are made of high quality MDF board, which well substitutes solid wood with its properties.
All decorations are coated with abrasion resistant foil, which is washable.
The individual wall decorations colourfully enrich and brighten up empty space above
the cabinets and help create a pleasant environment in every room.
The inner groove gives the decoration itself a 3D effect.
Each

decoration
in 6 colours !

DEK201/colour code
DEK200/colour code

DEK404/colour code

Wall decoration
- dog

Wall decoration
- cat

Wall decoration
- monkey

Dimension: 48 x 55 cm.

Dimension: 53 x 55 cm.

Dimension: 57 x 55 cm.

Order code:
decoration code / colour code

Code

Colour

M

blue

V

vanilla

Z

green

DEK208/colour code

DEK206/colour code

DEK207/colour code

L

yellow

Wall decoration
- bird

Wall decoration
- ladybird

Wall decoration
- bee

O

orange

Dimension: 40 x 23 cm.

Dimension: 40 x 34 cm.

Dimension: 35 x 38 cm.

C

red

Illustrative photo
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Wall decorations

effect

DEK105/colour code
Wall decoration
- cloud
Dimension: 40 x 25 cm.

DEK101/colour code

DEK100/colour code

Wall decoration
- moon

Wall decoration
- sun

Dimension: 46 x 40 cm.

Dimension: 50 x 48 cm.

Using high quality,
abrasion resistant,
washable foil

Each decoration
in 6 colours !
DEK502/colour code
Wall decoration
- airplane
Dimension: 60 x 26 cm.

DEK403/colour code
Wall decoration
- rhinoceros with numbers
Dimension: 60 x 46 cm.

DEK505/colour code
Wall decoration
- rocket
Dimension: 55 x 44 cm.

DEK406/colour code
Wall decoration
- elephant with shapes
Dimension: 60 x 46 cm.

Illustrative photo
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Plastic tables
They are manufactured from high quality materials, which guarantee resistance and long life of the tables. In addition, the table boards are
enforced by a metal construction that increases their strength. Rounded edges are a mark of children’s safety.
Table legs are metal and include footings used for height adjustment.
We offer a wide range of tables in different shapes and in 4 pastel colours, which you can combine together to create
your own work table sets – some ideas of sets are shown in Set examples.
Plastic table - Round
- height 52 cm

Plastic table - Round
- height 56 cm

YC1452C
YC1452M
YC1452Z
YC1452ZL

YC1456C
YC1456M
YC1456Z
YC1456ZL
115 cm

Simple
assembly
Metal
Construction

Plastic table - Rectangle
- height 52 cm

YC1152C
YC1152M
YC1152Z
YC1152ZL
Plastic table - Rectangle
- height 56 cm

YC1156C
YC1156M
YC1156Z
YC1156ZL

61 cm

Colours

122

62 cm

cm

Metal
Construction

Adjustable
height
of tables by 3 cm

Simple handling
and carrying of the tables
Plastic table - Square
- height 52 cm

Metal
Construction

YC1252C
YC1252M
YC1252Z
YC1252ZL
Plastic table - Square
- height 56 cm

YC1256C
YC1256M
YC1256Z
YC1256ZL
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Set
examples

Plastic table - Semi-lunar
- height 52 cm

Plastic table - Semi-lunar
- height 56 cm

YC1552C
YC1552M
YC1552Z
YC1552ZL

YC1556C
YC1556M
YC1556Z
YC1556ZL
165 cm

Metal
Construction

90 cm

Colours

Simple
assembly

56 cm

69

YC1352C
YC1352M
YC1352Z
YC1352ZL

cm

Plastic table - Trapezoidal
- height 52 cm

122 cm

Metal
Construction

Set examples

Plastic table - Trapezoidal
- height 56 cm

YC1356C
YC1356M
YC1356Z
YC1356ZL

Plastic chairs
They are made of high quality plastic, which is scratch resistant. They are strong enough to carry an adult person without any problems.
Seat and seatbacks are shaped ergonomically, which contributes to healthy growth of the sitting child’s spine.
The chairs are offered in 4 pastel colours for perfect combination with the Plastic tables.
They can be conveniently and easily stored, since they are stackable onto one another.

Stackable

Plastic chairs
- Seat height 30 cm

YC1130C
YC1130M
YC1130Z
YC1130ZL

Ergonomically
shaped
seatbacks
and seats

Plastic chairs
- Seat height 35 cm

YC1435C
YC1435M
YC1435Z
YC1435ZL

Scratch
Resistant

Firm
construction
29

Wooden tableswith adjustable
height

Code

Edging colour

M

blue

C

red

Wide range of tables of various shapes, which you can combine to create your
own work table sets. Table boards are made of high quality maple chipboard,
provided with ABS edging with the possibility to select from five colours.
All table edges are rounded for the sake of children’s safety.
Each table includes 3 extensions for each table leg, which enable adjusting
the table height to your needs from 40 to 58 cm.

cm

green

L

yellow

O

orange

Choose from five
colour options!

Their MAPLE shade and finish colour make them perfectly match
the Magic Furniture.

62,5

Z

shade
125

MAPLE

cm
80
cm

Semi-circular
table

The tables include
three extensions
for each
table leg

Side length: 125 cm.
Radius: 62,5 cm.

1125/M
1125/C
1125/Z
1125/L
1125/O

90 cm

Round table 90

125 cm

Rectangle table
Dimension: 125 x 80 cm.

1123/M
1123/C
1123/Z
1123/L
1123/O

Each corner edge is rounded

Diameter: 90 cm.

1124/M
1124/C
1124/Z
1124/L
1124/O

Quality ABS edging

125 cm

80 cm

Legs are made
of solid wood
the given height
includes the table
board thickness

Round table 125

Square table

52 cm

58 cm

40 c
cm
m

46 cm

Diameter: 125 cm.

Side length: 80 cm.

1126/M
1126/C
1126/Z
1126/L
1126/O

1122/M
1122/C
1122/Z
1122/L
1122/O
shade

MAPLE
80 cm

Adjustable table
height according
to the child’s height.
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Hexagon table
Side length: 80 cm.

1121/M
1121/C
1121/Z
1121/L
1121/O

Code

Edging colour

Wooden chairs

M

blue

The chair construction is made of solid wood.

C

red

The seat and seatback are made of quality durable plywood.
Their ergonomical shape contributes to healthy growth of the child sitting
on them. Choosing from five colours enables you to match the chairs
perfectly with the tables with coloured edges and adjustable height.

Z

green

L

yellow

O

orange

Stackability for simple storage is a standard advantage
of these wooden chairs.

Choose from five
colour options!

Stackable

Ergonomically shaped
seatbacks and seats
Chair 3

Chair 1

Chair 2

Seat height: 26 cm.

Seat height: 30 cm.

Seat height: 34 cm.

1221/M
1221/C
1221/Z
1221/L
1221/O

1222/M
1222/C
1222/Z
1222/L
1222/O

1223/M
1223/C
1223/Z
1223/L
1223/O

Various colour combinations
of the tables and chairs
brighten up every room

Children’s
conference
table
More info on page 35.

Illustrative photo
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Choose from six
colour options!

Luxurious sofas - “SMILE”
The sofas earned their name “Smile” because of their smiling design.
They are luxurious thanks to the high quality of the materials used,
beautiful elaboration, colour variety, but especially thanks to the overall design,
which looks elegant and enhances the beauty of every child’s play corner.

Code

Colour

TM

dark blue

SM

light blue

ECO leather, which the sofas are made from, is very pleasant to touch and easily maintained
clean. Thanks to their colourfulness,
the “Smile” sofas will gain popularity among little kids very quickly.

C

red

Basic dimensions of the “Smile” sofas:
total height of the sofas is 48 cm, total depth is 50 cm,
the seat height is 30 cm and the seat depth is 35 cm.

Z

green

L

yellow

O

orange

50

cm

30 cm

32

cm

48 cm

Seat height: 30 cm
Seat depth: 32 cm

67 cm

We offer you
4 types of sofas:
- single (for one child)
- double (for two children)
- triple (for three children)
- tabouret

„Smile“ sofa
single
Width: 67 cm.

30 cm

5001/TM
5001/SM
5001/C
5001/Z
5001/L
5001/O
33 cm

„Smile“ tabouret

High quality
of the materials
used
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Dimension: 33 x 30 cm.
(diameter x height)

500X/TM
500X/SM
500X/C
500X/Z
500X/L
500X/O

It is easy to conjure
up a smile on children’s
faces with the sofas
from NOMILAND
„Smile“ sofa
Double
Width: 103 cm.

5002/TM
5002/SM
5002/C
5002/Z
5002/L
5002/O

Quality
ECO leather
103 cm

Children’s
conference
table
More info on page 35.

Quality
stitching
„Smile“ sofa
triple
Width: 132 cm.

Luxurious „SMILE“ sofas
in 6 colours

5003/TM
5003/SM
5003/C
5003/Z
5003/L
5003/O

132 cm
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Sofas „EXCLUSIVE“

Choose from four
colour options!

The sofas are made from high quality ECO leather, which is pleasant to touch and easily
maintained clean. Their construction is strong enough to hold and adult person as well.
Thanks to the colour variety and the design of these indeed exclusive furniture elements,
children will take a liking of the “Exclusive” sofas at the first sight.
Basic dimensions of the “Exclusive” sofas:
the total height of the sofas is 52 cm, the total depth is 55 cm,
the seat height is 27 cm and the seat depth is 30 cm.

red

O

orange

Z

green

M

blue

“Exclusive“
tabouret
Dimension: 36 x 36 x 27 cm.

511X/C
511X/O
511X/Z
511X/M
36

cm

5111/C
5111/O
5111/Z
5111/M

Colour

C

27 cm

“Exclusive“ sofa
single
Width: 70 cm.

Code

36 c
m

Quality
stitching

We offer you
5 types of sofas:

52 cm

- single (for one child)
- double (for two children)
- triple (for three children)
- tabouret and a corner sofa

30

34

cm
107 c

55

5112/C
5112/O
5112/Z
5112/M

27 cm

“Exclusive“ sofa
double
Width: 107 cm.

cm

m

„EXCLUSIVE“ Sofas

“Exclusive“ sofa
triple
Width: 135 cm.

5113/C
5113/O
5113/Z
5113/M

135 cm

Seat height: 27 cm
Seat depth: 30 cm
140 cm

27 cm

11

0c

m

Quality
ECO leather

30 cm

Corner sofa
2+3
“Exclusive“ sofa
corner
It is composed of
a double and a triple sofa.

Colours

52 cm

5115/C
5115/O
5115/Z
5115/M

Quality stitching

90 cm

Children’s conference
table
It is made of wood in the MAPLE shade.
It is produced as a equipment children can use
during their play time,
or a unit used with the sofas.
Table height: 37 cm.

shade

MAPLE

ST090
Children’s conference table
Diameter: 90 cm.
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colourful bed

65 cm

The front and back of the bed is made of quality MDF board,
and it is coated with highly resistant washable foil.
Various groove motives from the “Magic Furniture”
can be placed on the bed front.
The side boards are in maple shade.
Elevated front prevents falling of pillows.
The bed is stackable.
Colourful bed
Dimension: 135 x 65 x 30 cm.
The mattress is not included.
It is possible to order it from
the following page - choose from
three bright colours!
30 cm

LEX / M / motive code
LEX / V / motive code
LEX / Z / motive code
LEX / L / motive code
LEX / O / motive code
LEX / C / motive code

22 cm

m
5c
13

Elevated front
prevents
falling of pillows

shade

MAPLE
We offer you a selection
of 50 groove motives.
For the full list and pictures of
motives see pages 10 - 11.

Order code:
LEX / colour code / motive code

Code

Colour

M

blue

V

vanilla

Z

green

L

yellow

O

orange

C

red

A wide range of groove motives
is available on pages 10 - 11.

Stackable with
Duvet and
pillow on it
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Choose
from six
colour
options!

Maple bed
65 cm

NM0902
Maple bed

29 cm

Made of massive maple
wood. It is stackable.
Dimension: 135 x 65 x 29 cm.

13
5c
20 cm

m

shade

10 cm

MAPLE

Elevated front
prevents
falling of pillows

Stackable with
Duvet and
pillow on it

Waterproof mattress
It is made from foam rubber and coated with waterproof rubber-covered
diffused sheet. Due to this, it is also easy to clean.
The mattress are offered in three colours:
yellow, orange and dark blue.
It is suitable for colourful as well as for maple beds.
Its dimensions make it suitable for most children beds.

Solid
maple bed

61 cm

m

130 c

Waterproof mattress
Dimension: 61 x 130 x 8 cm.

4050 / L
4050 / O
4050 / M

Additions for beds
TJ100

TJ300

Duvet and pillow - set

Bed sheet

Made of 100% cotton and filled with antiallergic
fibre 320 g/m2. Due to quilting they don’t
change their shape. They provide comfortable
sleep because they are, thanks to the filling,
light and warm. Suitable also for children
suffering from allergy and asthma!
Dimension of the duvet:
135 x 90 cm.
Dimension of the pillow:
40 x 65 cm.

Made of 100% cotton.
It is possible to wash it in washing
- mashine.
Dimension: 150 x 80 cm.
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Combined cabinets “K”

K1210

K1211

K1212

K1213

K1214

K1215

K1216

Illustrative photo

K2110

K2111

K2112

Furniture full of fantasy

Take advantage of our
offer of combined cabinets
To make it easier for you, we have prepared different
alternatives of cabinet combinations.
When ordering, please use the given code.
For certain cabinet types you can
additionally order dividing shelves PO1.
Of course we offer you the option to compose
the cabinets according to your own ideas, imagination
and needs - more info on pages 14 - 17.

Illustrative photo
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K2124N

K2125N

K2210

K2211

K2212

K2213

K2214

K2216

K2217

K2218

K2219

K2215

K1310

K1311

K1305R

K1312

K1313

K1314

Modern
Innovative milling
solution,
which creates
unique
3D groove motives

Quality
Variable
Safe
Illustrative photo

s

groove motive

K2310

K2311

K2314

K2315

K2410

K2312

K2313

K2317

K2316

K2411

K2412

K2318

SM10
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Combined cabinets “K”

K1217

K1218

K1219

K1220

K1221

K1222

K1223

Illustrative photo

K2113

K2114

K2115

Take advantage of our
offer of combined cabinets

Unique groove motives

To make it easier for you, we have prepared different
alternatives of cabinet combinations.
When ordering, please use the given code.
For certain cabinet types you can
additionally order dividing shelves PO1.
Of course we offer you the option to compose
the cabinets according to your own ideas, imagination
and needs - more info on pages 14 - 17.

Illustrative photo
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K2126N

K2127N

K2220

K2221

K2225

Modern Quality Variable
Multi-coloured Safe

K2226

K2222

K2223

K2224

K2227

K2228

K2229

K1315

K1316

K1317

K1318

K1319

K1320
Innovative milling
solution,
which creates
unique
3D groove motives

Illustrative photo

s

groove motive

K2319

K2320

K2323

K2324

K2413

K2321

K2322

K2326

K2325

K2414

K2415

K2327

K2416
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Combined cabinets “K”

K1224

K1225

K1226

K1227

Illustrative photo

K2116

K2117

K2118

K1228

K1229

K1230

Take advantage of our
offer of combined cabinets
To make it easier for you, we have prepared different
alternatives of cabinet combinations.
When ordering, please use the given code.
For certain cabinet types you can
additionally order dividing shelves PO1.
Of course we offer you the option to compose
the cabinets according to your own ideas, imagination
and needs - more info on pages 14 - 17.

K2119

K2120
Illustrative photo

K2230N
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K2235

K2231N

K2232

K2233

K2234

K2236

K2237

K2238

K2239

K1321

K1322

K1323

K1324

K1325

K1326

Innovative milling
solution,
which creates
unique
3D groove motives

Illustrative photo

s

groove motive

K2328

K2329

K2332

K2333

K2417

K2330

K2331

K2335

K2334

K2418

K2419

K2336

K2420
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Combined cabinets “K”

K1231

K1232

K1233

K1234

K1235

K1236

K1237

Illustrative photo

K2121

K2122

K2123

Take advantage of our
offer of combined cabinets
To make it easier for you, we have prepared different
alternatives of cabinet combinations.
When ordering, please use the given code.
For certain cabinet types you can
additionally order dividing shelves PO1.
Of course we offer you the option to compose
the cabinets according to your own ideas, imagination
and needs - more info on pages 14 - 17.

Illustrative photo
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Furniture full of fantasy

K2128N

K2129N

K2240

K2241

K2242

K2243

K2244

K2246

K2247

K2248

K2249

K2245

K1327

K1328

K1329

K1330

K1331

K1332

Innovative milling
solution,
which creates
unique
3D groove motives

Illustrative photo

s

groove motive

K2337

K2338

K2341

K2342

K2421

K2339

K2422

K2340

K2344

K2343

K2423

K2345

SM11
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Combined cabinets “k for containers”

Illustrative photo

KK10101

KK10201

KK10202

KK10203

KK10204

KK10102
KK10401

Take advantage of our
offer of combined cabinets

KK10402

KK10403

To make it easier for you, we have prepared different
alternatives of cabinet combinations.
When ordering, please use the given code.
For certain cabinet types you can
additionally order dividing shelves PO1.
Of course we offer you the option to compose
the cabinets according to your own ideas, imagination
and needs - more info on pages 18 - 19.

Illustrative photo

KK10404

KK10405

46 KK10501

KK10301

KK10502

KK10302

KK10503

KK10303

KK10304

KK10504

KK10305

KK10306

KK10505

KK10205

KK10206

KK10207

KK10208

Illustrative photo

KK10103

KK10104

KK10406

KK10407

KK10408

KK10409

Innovative milling
solution,
which creates
unique
3D groove motives

Illustrative photo

KK10323

KK10506

KK10324

KK10307

KK10507

KK10308

KK10508

KK10309

KK10410

KK10310

KK10509

s

groove motive

KK10510

4
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Combined cabinets “k for containers”

Illustrative photo

KK10209

KK10210

KK10211

KK10212

KK10106

KK10105

Take advantage of our
offer of combined cabinets

KK10411

KK10412

KK10413

To make it easier for you, we have prepared different
alternatives of cabinet combinations.
When ordering, please use the given code.
For certain cabinet types you can
additionally order dividing shelves PO1.
Of course we offer you the option to compose
the cabinets according to your own ideas, imagination
and needs - more info on pages 18 - 19.

Illustrative photo

KK10414

KK10415
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KK10311

KK10511

KK10312

KK10512

KK10313

KK10513

KK10314

KK10315

KK10514

KK10316

KK10515

KK10213

KK10214

KK10215

KK10216

Illustrative photo

KK10416

KK10108

KK10107

KK10418

KK10417

Modern Quality Variable
Multi-coloured Safe

KK10419

KK10420
Innovative milling
solution,
which creates
unique
3D groove motives

Illustrative photo

s

KK10317

KK10516

KK10318

KK10319

KK10517

KK10320

KK10321

KK10518

groove motive

KK10322

KK10519

KK10520

4
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Combined cabinets with 4-block doors

Take advantage of our
offer of combined cabinets
To make it easier for you, we have prepared different
alternatives of cabinet combinations.
When ordering, please use the given code.
For certain cabinet types you can
additionally order dividing shelves PO1.
Of course we offer you the option
to compose the cabinets according to your
own ideas, imagination and needs
- more info on pages 12 - 19.

K2346

K2347

K2250

K2251

K2252

K2348

K2349

K2350

Modern
Variable

Illustrative photo

KK2353

50

K2351

K2352

KK10521

KK10522

KK10523

K2424

K2425

K2426
K2427

Innovative milling
solution,
which creates
unique
3D groove motives

K2429

K2428

K2431

K2432

s

groove motive

K2430

K2433

K2434

K2435

K2439
K2437

K2438

K2436
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Combined shelf cabinets
for versatile usage
Take advantage of our offer
of combined cabinets
To make it easier for you, we have prepared different alternatives
of cabinet combinations. When ordering, please use the given code.
Of course we offer you the option to compose the cabinets according
to your own ideas, imagination and needs - on pages 20.

KD2N10

KD2N11

KD410

KD411

KD4N10

KD4N11

KD4N01

KD4N02

Wide range
of colour
options

KD810
52

KD811

Innovative
milling
solution,
which creates
unique
3D groove
motives

KL201Z

KL201K

Illustrative photo

s

groove motive

KL410

KL210

KL211

KL401K

KL411
Illustrative photo
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Combined wardrobes
Take advantage
of our offer
of combined
wardrobes
To make it easier for you,
we have prepared different alternatives
of wardrobes combinations.
When ordering,
please use the given code.
Of course we offer you the option
to compose the wardrobes according
to your own ideas, imagination
and needs - on pages 21.

SD810

SD811

SD4N10

SD410

SD4N11

SD411
Wardrobes
full of fantasy

Each wardrobe has 2 pieces
of double hooks placed
against each other.

SD2N10

Illustrative photo
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SD2N11

Combined bench wardrobes

SL110

SL210

SL211

SL212
Innovative milling
solution,
which creates
unique
3D groove motives

Illustrative photo

s

groove motive

Furniture
full
of fantasy

SL410

Illustrative photo

SL411

Illustrative photo
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Magic cabinet sets
To make it easier for you we have prepared a number of already composed furniture sets.
When ordering please use the given code.

Í

Length of the set:

3,92 m

Í

SET
ZT01R

SET
ZT01M

Length of the set:

3,52 m

Í

Í
SET
ZT34

Modern Quality
Variable Safe

Length of the set:

2,34 m

Í

Í
SET
ZT80
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Length of the set:

2,34 m

Í

Í

SET
ZT32

Length of the set:

2,36 m

Í

Í

SET
ZT33

2,36 m

SET
ZT81

Í

Length of the set:

3,92 m

Í

Length of the set:

Í

Í

SET
ZT31

Length of the set:

3,14 m

Í

Í

57

SET
ZT36

Furniture full
of fantasy
Length of the set:

2,34 m

Í

Í

SET
ZT37

Length of the set:

Í

Length of the set:

2,34 m

Í

Í

SET
ZT01Z

Unique groove
motives
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Length of the set:

2,76 m

Í

Í

Í

SET
ZT39

3,52 m

SET
ZT40

Length of the set:

3,14 m

Í

Í
SET
ZT41

Length of the set:

3,14 m

Í

Í
SET
ZT82

Length of the set:

3,14 m

Í

Í

SET
ZT35

Length of the set:

2,74 m

Í

Í

59

SET
ZT43

Length of the set:

3,54 m

Í

Í
SET
ZT38

Length of the set:

2,34 m

Í

Í

SET
ZT83

Length of the set:

2,34 m

Í

Í

SET
ZT42
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Length of the set:

3,54 m

Í

Í

SET
ZT48

Length of the set:

2,76 m

Í

Í
SET
ZT49

Length of the set:

2,74 m

Í

Í

SET
ZT50

3,14 m

SET
ZT51

Í

Length of the set:

3,14 m

Í

Length of the set:

Í

Í

61

SET
ZT44

Length of the set:

3,12 m

Í

Í

SET
ZT45

SET
ZT46

Unique
groove
motives
SET
ZT47

62

Length of the set:

3,12 m

Í

Í

Length of the set:

3,12 m

Í

Í

Length of the set:

3,52 m

Í

Í

SET
ZT56

Length of the set:

3,14 m

Í

Í
SET
ZT84

SET
ZT57

Length of the set:

3,12 m

Í

Í
Modern

Length of the set:

3,12 m

Í

Í

Quality
Variable
Safe
Multi-coloured
SET
ZT58

Length of the set:

3,14 m

Í

Í
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SET
ZT52

Length of the set:

3,52 m

Í

Í

SET
ZT85

Furniture full
of fantasy

Length of the set:

3,14 m

Í

Í

SET
ZT71

Length of the set:

3,52 m

SET
ZT72

64

Length of the set:

3,52 m

Í

Í

Í

Í

SET
ZT55

Length of the set:

3,52 m

Í

Í

SET
ZT86

Length of the set:

3,52 m

SET
ZT62

Í

Length of the set:

3,90 m

Í

SET
ZT54

Í

Length of the set:

3,90 m

Í

Unique
groove
motives

Í

Í

65

SET
ZT59

Length of the set:

3,14 m

Í

Í
SET
ZT60

SET
ZT61

Length of the set:

3,52 m

Í

Í
SET
ZT87

3,44 m

Í

66

Longer site:

Í

Shorter site:

1,86 m

Í

Í

Length of the set:

3,92 m

Í

Í

SET
ZT63

Í

Longer site:

2,64 m

Í

Í

Í

Shorter site:

2,26 m

Wide range of colour options

SET
ZT64

4,60 m

Í

Longer site:

Í

Shorter site:

2,26 m

Í

Í

SET
ZT65

Length of the set:

4,68 m

Í

Í
SET
ZT66

3,44 m

Í

Longer site:

Í

Shorter site:

1,86 m

Í

Í

67

SET
ZT67

Í

Length of the set:

3,12 m

Í

3,12 m

SET
ZT68

Í

Í

Length of the set:

SET
ZT69

3,12 m

Í

Length of the set:

3,12 m

Í

Length of the set:

Í

Í

SET
ZT70

SET
ZT77

Length of the set:

3,52 m

Í

Í

SET
ZT78

Modern
Quality
Variable
Safe

68

Length of the set:

3,52 m

Í

Í

SET
ZT73

Length of the set:

Í

Length of the set:

3,52 m

Í

Í
SET
ZT74

Length of the set:

3,52 m

Í

Í
SET
ZT75

3,52 m

SET
ZT89

Í

Í

Length of the set:

3,52 m

Length of the set:

3,52 m

Í

SET
ZT88

Í

Furniture full
of fantasy

Length of the set:

Í

Í

3,52 m

Í

SET
ZT76

69

SET
ZT90

Length of the set:

3,14 m

Í

Í
SET
ZT91

2,34 m

Wide range
of colour options

Í
SET
ZT93

Í

Length of the set:

3,14 m

Í
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Length of the set:

3,52 m

Í

SET
ZT92

Length of the set:

Í

Í

Length of the set:

2,34 m

Í
SET
ZT94

SET
ZT95

2,34 m

SET
ZT96

Í

Length of the set:

3,14 m

SET
ZT97

Í

Length of the set:

3,14 m

SET
ZT98

Í

Length of the set:

3,52 m

Í

Length of the set:

Í

Í

Í

Unique
groove
motives

Í

Í
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Why to choose the Magic Furniture?
With its quality and functionality the Magic Furniture brings a brand new dimension in the possibilities of using furniture for children.
Its inimitability comes from the combination of:
1. Quality = using high quality materials, furniture foils, 2 mm thick ABS edgings, top equipment used for manufacturing of the furniture and
furniture elements...
2. Uniqueness = pastel coating foil colours appealing to children; unconventional handles; motives of various themes creating the 3D effect
on the cabinet; tables, chairs, desks, book shelves, sofas of matching colours...
3. Design = using hidden joints (excentres), i.e. the components are not visible on the outside. Timeless look of the sofas.
4. Variability = the same cabinet can be used with drawers, doors or just shelves. Selection from 6 colours and a number of groove motives
offers the possibility to compose furniture sets according to your own imagination. Different sizes and types of cabinets, wardrobes, decorations, sofas, tables, chairs and others...
5. Functionality = the furniture serves the needs of children, parents as well as teachers. It is designed for wide usage in pre-school and
school facilities, but it can also be used to create whole children’s rooms full of fantasy. It serves for storage of any objects, for presentation
of children’s works of art, for playing, for work etc...
6. Motives with 3D effect = the equipment used for manufacturing creates groove motives, which give each furniture element a touch of
plasticity and playfulness.
7. Safety = all doors come with the silent close system, the drawers contain protection against slipping out, cabinets and wardrobes are protected against scratching of the floor. The chairs are ergonomically shaped to ensure healthy growth of a child’s spine.
8. Complete assortment = the „Magic furniture“ offer includes the whole assortment for room furnishing: Cabinets, Wardrobes, Decorations,
Tables, Chairs, Writing desks, Book shelves, Beds and mattresses, Sofas and tabourets...

glossary:
MDF board
- full-valued substitution for solid wood. MDF is a medium hard compressed wood-fibre board with almost homogenous structure and good
workability. The MDF board coated with foil is used for manufacturing doors, drawer fronts, container fronts and wall decorations.
The “Magic Furniture” elements are manufactured from 18 mm MDF boards.

Foil
- we are using high quality furniture foils from renowned manufacturers. Their properties include: abrasion resistance, strength, easy cleaning,
since the foil is washable.

Groove milling
- groove milling is used to create motives on the MDF boards. For this activity we are using mechanisms (CNC milling machines) which are
able to shift our ideas into the shape of a finished product.

“Silent close” doors
- all doors on the “Magic Furniture” are equipped with the silent close system. The door hinges contain a built-in slowing damper, thanks to
which the furniture meets high safety requirements when handled by even the smallest children. Thanks to this method the furniture is not
damaged even when being closed harshly.

ABS edging
- ABS edges are used for manufacturing tables, cabinets, shelves and other furniture elements as a tasteful and functional ending. They are
made of plastic, health and hygiene friendly, resistant to dirt and grease, water resistant, colourfast and have great impact strength. High
quality 2 mm thick ABS edges are used for manufacturing of the “Magic Furniture”.

...the furniture that lights up the eyes of both children and adults!
Safety
All our products are designed
to be used by children
and accordingly in compliance
with all safety standards.
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Made in EU

Only high quality
materials used

order form

Supplier: NOMIland, s.r.o, Magnezitárska 11, 040 13 Košice, Slovak Republic, Europe
www.nomiland.sk / www.nomiland.cz / www.kindergartenmagic.eu
sale@nomiland.eu

Write in block letters, please !

Sender:

Delivery address (if different):

Company name:

Name:

Contact person:

Contact person:

Street / Road:

Street / Road:

City, Postcode:

Country:

City, Postcode:

Country:

Phone:

Date:

Phone:

Date:

Customer No.:

New Customer: yes

no

V.A.T. No.:
We are not V.A.T. registered
(check if correct)

Company stamp and signature

Deliver according to your general conditions, which are known to me:
Art.-No.

Article Description

Price per pc.

Minimum order 300.00 € net

Thank you very much for your order !

Final price:

Qty.

Total Price

general terms and conditions of sale and service
All deliveries, products and services are carried out according to the
general terms and conditions as set below. Any condition change
has to be confirmed in written form from the side of seller.
If the customer send the order form, it is considered to be an acceptation of Nomiland s.r.o. terms and conditions.
The Order form is considered to be the “Contract for the supply of
goods” between consignee (customer) and sender (seller).
§ 1 Order acceptation
Sent order form is not valid until a proper order confirmation has
been received by customer.
§ 2 Prices
a) All prices are valid till the validity of catalogue. All additional
changes have to be reported in writing.
b) Prices are ex-work from the place of our warehouse. Packaging
costs are included in the prices in price list. On publication of actual
price list, all previous price lists are rendered invalid.
c) Prices don t include delivery costs.
d) The minimum value for an order is 300 € net.
§ 3 Conditions of payment
a) Goods preparation will be made only after prepayment to our
bank account.
b) All bank charges arising from foreign transfers have to be paid
by customer. Our company may not incur additional costs related to
the transfers from the customer.
c) Customer will be notified in written form in case of any change
in conditions of payment.
d) In the case of longer cooperation, conditions of payment can be
adapted to customer - on the basis of the written decision.
e) From a net order value of:
- above 2 000 €, we grant a discount of 3%
- above 5 000 €, we grant a discount of 5%
- above 10 000 €, we grant a discount of 10%
§ 4 Delivery
a) The goods are packed in the manner regarded as standard in the
trade. Despatch of goods is ex-works or directly from stock.Transport is at the expense and risks of the consignee, including such
consignments where carriage and duties are prepaid by the consignor. In case the consignor has arranged the transport, occured
transport costs will be charged additionaly to the consignee.
b) Without further specific instructions regarding despatch, transport will be effected, without obligation, by the cheapest estimated
means.
c) The liability for the goods and transport become the liability of
the consignee at the moment of the consignment leaving our warehouse.
d) On the occurrence of any obstacle to delivery caused by the customer, this party must bear all of the costs which have arisen and
may subsequently arise.
e) If the seller is forced to part delivery in any unspecified case, he
has to inform the customer immediatelly and after mutual agreement he has the right to make partial deliveries.
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f) As a basic principle, prospective delivery dates indicated by the
seller are non-binding, unless a specific date has been expressly
guaranteed by the seller. The seller´s obligation to deliver is conditional on the seller production possibilities in good time, or on
the stock.
§ 5 Withdraw from the contract
a) The customer can withdraw from the contract due to the fact that
he has no further interest in accepting delivery and the goods was
not sent, yet.
b) In case of unavoidable cause and customer won t be able to buy
ordered goods, he has to inform our company as soon as possible
in written form. After accepting the requirement the contract will
ba canceled.
§ 6 Liability for defects and warranty
a) Obvious defects must be registered in writing within 7 working
days of delivery to the consignor. Any subsequent claims against
warranty relating to obvious defects can no longer be considered
after this time.
b) In other cases of defects made during production, we provide
quarantees according to the following standards: we provide 1 year
warranty period from delivery. Damaged item can be replaced by
the new one or repaired at our expense, or compensation can be given. Documentation has to be provided both sides in written form.
At the request of the seller, the items delivered in question must be
returned to the seller, free of any freight charge.
c) Color variations, which don t cause any function defects of the
products cannot be subject to claims.
d) The seller is responsible just for the defects made during production. We don t accept the claims regarding damage which was made
by improper use, maintenance of our goods or negligence.
§ 7 Reservation of ownership
a) We reserve the right to alter the given dimensions and colours
of our goods and to make technical improvements to them in case
they won t affect the general nature and functionality of products.
b) We accept no responsibility for any consequences due to improper use of our goods.
c) We reserve the right to misprint in our printed catalogue.
d) We reserve the right to change our general terms and conditions
during catalogue validity. Changes will be valid after proper advertisement in written form.
e) All goods remain our property untill full payment has been made.
§ 8 Place of jurisdiction
The place of jusrisdiction in the case of any complaint is the seat
of our concern.
Unless otherwise agreed, the above-mentioned general terms
and conditions are valid.
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important information
How to contact us	
Company address::		
							
							
							

NOMIland, s.r.o
Magnezitárska 11
040 13 Košice, Slovak Republic
Europe

				
E-mail:			
				
Website:			
							
							

sale@nomiland.eu
www.nomiland.sk
www.nomiland.cz
www.kindergartenmagic.eu

How to order
				
				
				
				
				

a) by e-mail
b) by faxing
c) by mail
- it is recommended to send your order by e-mail
- it is recommended to use the order form
- the order comes into effect after receiving an order confirmation e-mail

How to pick up the goods

The warehouse address differs from that of the head office. After establishing a written contact,
we will provide your with necessary information regarding the warehouse address and contact, as well
as the time of picking up.
Providing the goods are supplied by our company, transport charges are to be covered by the receiver,
who is informed about the transport charges in advance and, if the charges are agreed, we will distribute the goods.

minimum amount of ordered goods			

300 € exclusive of VAT

prices

Product prices are exclusive of VAT - ex works. Unless you inform us about your VAT identification number,
the amount of VAT will be added to the invoice for goods. Packaging charges are included in product prices.

				

Transport charges are to be covered by the receiver.

possible discounts			
				
- over 2,000 € we guarantee the discount amount 3%
				
- over 5,000 € we guarantee the discount amount 5%
				
- over 10,000 € we guarantee the discount amount 10%
Extra discounts are subject to further discussion.
ways of payment

The goods are to be paid for in advance. In case the client is a long-term customer, it is possible to
adjust payment conditions.
- the payment is only possible via bank transfer whereby bank charges are to be paid by the client

term of delivery

After having received an order, we will inform you about the probable term of delivery. We strive to
process every order as soon as possible. Delivery terms can be extended if particular components are
not on stock and they need to be manufactured.

if you have any questions, feel free to contact us!

In case of your misunderstanding, any unforeseen circumstances, or a special request please
contact us and let us find the solution together.
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